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FinaryLabs leverages Google Cloud to Deliver
Blockchain Solutions

 

FinaryLabs has partnered with Oredata to host their blockchain
infrastructure in Google Cloud. This partnership will allow FinaryLabs
to leverage the scale, reliability and security of Google Cloud's
infrastructure.

The challenge
Hosting a blockchain platform on an on-premises datacenter requires
a significant investment in hardware, software, and infrastructure, as
well as ongoing maintenance and support to ensure that the platform
remains secure, available, and scalable. Blockchain technology
requires secure and reliable systems to ensure the integrity and
confidentiality of data.

The solution
FinaryLabs used Google Cloud Kubernetes and Compute Instance
Groups to address scalability, and also used Google Cloud Security
solutions to ensure security. Kubernetes allowed them to deploy and
manage applications in a flexible and scalable manner. Google Cloud
Security solutions provided additional protection against threats such
as malware, hackers, and data breaches.

The results
The collaboration between FinaryLabs and Google Cloud has resulted
in a highly scalable and secure blockchain platform that is able to meet
the growing demand for their products and services. By leveraging
Google Cloud's infrastructure, FinaryLabs has been able to ensure
that their systems are always available and perform at their best, even
as demand for their services increases.

The combination of Google Cloud's reliable and
scalable infrastructure with Oredata's expertise in
cloud has resulted in a powerful and effective platform
for hosting our blockchain applications. The use of
Google Cloud Compute has allowed us to easily scale
our systems to meet the growing demand, and Google
Cloud Security Solutions have given us confidence

 that our platform is secure.
Tezcan Turasan, Founder, FinaryLabs

About FinaryLabs
FinaryLabs is the leading blockchain software
company founded by professionals who have
worked in the world's leading blockchain and
financial companies. Aim to reduce the
complexity of working with blockchains through
quick and easy configuration, monitoring for high
availability and quality of service with
enterprise-grade security.
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About Oredata Yazılım Limited Şirketi
Oredata is a digital and cloud transformation
consultancy company that helps businesses
modernize and innovate through technology.
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